Interfraternity Council

Fall 2017 Recruitment Rules
(Draft -2)

Schedule

Sunday
Prentis Park Cookout – 4:00pm-4:30pm
(Suggest only 6 reps from each chapter at cookout)

House Tours – 4:30pm-until done
(Need 2 reps from each house to go on tours with IFC guys)

Monday
Formal recruitment – 5pm-9pm
(no bids)

Tuesday
Formal recruitment – 5pm-9pm
(no bids)

Wednesday
Formal recruitment – 5pm-9pm
(Soft bids start. Need to be IFC marked)

Thursday
Formal recruitment – 5pm-8pm
(IFC official bids can be signed with PNM presenting their IFC marked soft bid in front of IFC officer)

Friday
Formal recruitment ends 12:00am
Rules

- 2.0 High school GPA cutoff for potential new members to participate in Fall recruitment.
- If the PNM falls between 2.0-2.5 HS GPA, the house determines requirements for acceptance.
- Alcohol cannot be present or consumed in a same setting that includes new members from the beginning of move-in day until the conclusion of Formal recruitment.
- Active members cannot be hanging out with potential new members outside of university-sanctioned events or rush hours at their chapter facilities.
- Formal recruitment rules go into affect Friday of move in day and end Thursday at midnight.
- A trial walkthrough of chapter facilities will take place on Saturday evening.
- Unannounced walkthroughs will take place randomly for the rest of formal recruitment.
- Presidents/delegates should be available during walkthroughs.
- A 5 minute warning will be given to all chapter presidents before walkthrough.
- Unmarked glassware will be allowed. This excludes shot glasses, and other obvious drinking containers and paraphernalia.
- The IFC recruitment chair will re-break down the rules with each house recruitment chair and President for full transparency before recruitment week.
- Individual chapters will be using mycampusdirector to submit attendance lists each night.
- Individual chapter soft bid cards will not be distributed until Wednesday of recruitment week.
- All chapter soft bid cards must have an IFC insignia on the back or they will not be valid.
- IFC official bid cards can be signed with PNM presenting their IFC marked soft bid card in front of IFC officer.
- All recruitment infractions will be referred to the IFC side of the Greek Conduct Committee.
- Submit infractions to the MyU portal for violations (linked in bylaws).

Things to Remember

- Cannot handout things to PNM’s on move-in day.
- Can wear rush shirts to block party.
- Cannot have sorority women at houses at anytime Friday-Thursday.
- Can have water for tours but not handing stuff out on tour.
- Unmarked bid cards from fraternities will not be accepted by IFC officers on Thursday.
- Recruitment rules are in effect until midnight on Thursday.
- We will be walking around at 9pm to make sure all PNM’s are out of your chapter facilities.
- Laura, Jacob, and myself will be walking around checking in on houses during recruitment hours.
- Chapters will be responsible for turning in attendance lists at the end of each day on mycampusdirector.

Recruitment Conduct

The Interfraternity Council expects all Fraternity men to uphold an exemplary standard of our community, individual chapters, and those chapters’ members during the entire year and to be especially displayed during formal recruitment week.